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Hello guys, this is my first script for GTA 5. I came to this idea when I saw zach houseknecht's 'Alfredo Helper'. I thought it was a cool concept and started coding. I added a model chanver which changes your model to a cop, I added a vehicle spawner which spawn the police cruiser and I added a set time and weather. The time it sets is 12:00:00 and the weather is Extra Sunny. I am still figuring out how to add the give weapons. If you can help me, place a comment and I will contact you. In the future I will add a customizable .ini or .xml file so you can change default time, weather, car and model. For this script you need ScriptHookV and ScriptHookVDotNet. 
 
Requirements 
ScriptHookV 
ScriptHookVDotNET 
 
Installation: 
1. Download the .rar file 
2. Open the .rar file 
3. Go to your GTAV Root directory 
4. Place the .dll from the .rar in the 'scripts' folder 
5. Go ingame and press F7 
6. Have Fun! 
 
No 'scripts' folder? 
Right click your GTAV Directory and creat a new folder. Name it 'Scripts' Without the ' ' 
 
Credits 
Zach Houseknecht - For the idea. 
Crosire - For ScriptHookVDotNet. 
Alexander Blade - For ScriptHookV. 
 
Hope you have fun. 
If you have suggestions, post them. 
 
Do you want to see an other mod, let me know what you want. 
I will try to make it. 
 
 
Please consider donating it will help me a lot! 
 
Thanks everyone for downloading LSPDFR Ready To Go. We even crossed Alfredo Helper itself. Also thanks for the support.
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Hello guys, this is my first script for GTA 5. I came to this idea when I saw zach houseknecht's 'Alfredo Helper'. I thought it was a cool concept and started coding. I added a model chanver which changes your model to a cop, I added a vehicle spawner which spawn the police cruiser and I added a set time and weather. The time it sets is 12:00:00 and the weather is Extra Sunny. I am still figuring out how to add the give weapons. If you can help me, place a comment and I will contact you. In the future I will add a customizable .ini or .xml file so you can change default time, weather, car and model. For this script you need ScriptHookV and ScriptHookVDotNet. 
 
Requirements 
ScriptHookV 
ScriptHookVDotNET 
 
Installation: 
1. Download the .rar file 
2. Open the .rar file 
3. Go to your GTAV Root directory 
4. Place the .dll from the .rar in the 'scripts' folder 
5. Go ingame and press F7 
6. Have Fun! 
 
No 'scripts' folder? 
Right click your GTAV Directory and creat a new folder. Name it 'Scripts' Without the ' ' 
 
Credits 
Zach Houseknecht - For the idea. 
Crosire - For ScriptHookVDotNet. 
Alexander Blade - For ScriptHookV. 
 
Hope you have fun. 
If you have suggestions, post them. 
 
Do you want to see an other mod, let me know what you want. 
I will try to make it. 
 
 
Please consider donating it will help me a lot! 
 
Thanks everyone for downloading LSPDFR Ready To Go. We even crossed Alfredo Helper itself. Also thanks for the support.
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Reactie Vastgezet




Hello all,

I will start coding scripts again. If you have any ideas, post them here or contact me via steam. I only code scripts for ScriptHookVDotNet. I may also restart this project, if I do so I will go from scratch again.

Thanks guys,

firemuis

(consider donating, it's much appreciated)







26 december 2016
















Geef de vorige 20 reacties weer
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Cloud_Power







@firemuis To add weapons use : Game.Player.Character.Weapons.Give(...) ;)
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@Cloud_Power Tried that like 3 ways, not working :/
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@firemuis Are you using SHV.NET or RHP? I can help you only with SHV.NET ;)
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@Cloud_Power What you mean with SHV.NET ??
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@firemuis ScriptHookV .NET ;)
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@Cloud_Power Yes I am using Scripthookv .net
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Olddude







Maybe iam too dumb but i dont get what s meant to happen after hitting F7 \I am copper and have a cop car ?

Sorry for the ignorance but what now ?

Maybe thats it? and all it does is give you a car and a uniform ? If so i dont see the point ...any trainer can spawn cars and skins ?
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@Olddude It indeed makes you a cop and spawns a car. It is to make it a little faster. I am a beginning coder, I wanted to add weapon loadout spawn but it didn't work.
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rhys19








Is there an option to add callouts like real one if that would work than that would be amazing i use LSPDFR with callouts with rage but it takes forever to load lol but very good also i think it would be good with a capability with PoliceMenu V by Abel Software link: https://www.gta5-mods.com/scripts/policemenu-v but five stars!
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itzbryant115







so what does this mod do exactly? I'm kinda confused because there is no real description of what it does.
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@itzbryant115 actually there is, read the whole description of this script. 
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buldog2004







jak uruchomić tego moda na xboxa 360
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Kinglogan







Wanted to play at Lspdfr mod, not working. Finding this one "ready to go" ,only turned up in a cop and a police car ... Sorry but you have to change the mod's name, it have any point with LSPDfr --'
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@Kinglogan I named it like this so people would kinda know that it isn't a police mod... It only makes going on duty faster! If you read the description you would know :)







31 juli 2017
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Kinglogan







Oh sorry.. can you make a Noctis ped please? From final fantasy 15 ^^







31 juli 2017
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Riski ramdhani








please add the mission in this mod like lcpdfr original mission, because gta 5 i pirated so hard to install rage plugin hook .. please help me thank ...

Iam from indonesia







31 oktober 2017
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Porky079531







Is there one for Xbox 360
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SGTMCDOOGLE








I know this is an old mod but is there a way you can create an INI to customize the officer, gear, and patrol vehicle that you want to auto spawn? This saves time having to use a trainer to spawn my saved officer and patrol vehicle. But I dont like the spawn preference! 







17 mei 2018
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LtSnoDawg32
Verbannen







@RYAN wwwwait, ryan is a blue haired female chick?
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Praat mee! Log in of registreer voor een account om een reactie te plaatsen.
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